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Abstract: Simulated Soil CT image is one of the rich boundary
limitation of all the informations of soil pore, pebble and solid
medium. Ground truth of soil skeleton is more useful to examine
porosity and void ratio. With the help of the above parameters are
used to recognize the other physical natures of soil. Soil
management system is a well-known identified tool to enhance the
field of work to do. Image processing is the major methods to
examine and delivers the outcomes. Primary process of image
processing is thresholding the given input samples and limits the
boundary of the various objects. Thresholding is under the
trustworthy of most powerful two traditional algorithms such as
Otsu inter class variance and Kapur’s maximum entropy.
Mixture of both the traditional methods are given all the
informations of soil samples. In proposed towards novelty,
combine some Bio- Inspired optimization with the traditional
mixtures. Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) enhance the
efficiency and accuracy of the segmentation throughput. It
compares
between
certain
conventional
Bio-inspired
Optimization.
Keywords: Image thresholding, WOA, PSO, ABC and
CME-CV, Otsu class variance and Kapur maximum entropy.
I. INTRODUCTION

In Soil managing system, Soil porosity and void ratio are
major impact for selection of work on the field. In image
based porosity analysis, Estimation of soil porosity and void
ratio has required some more enlargements to prove their
efficiency [12]. Metahueristic optimization has more impact
on over the last two decades. It gives enormous changes in
accordance with the efficient and precision. Void ratio and
porosity of the samples are major definer of the
morphological skeleton and microbial growth of roots and
water capability of soil samples [14]. Roy and Perfect et al., to
examine the lacunarity and transport processes with
representations of soil combinations using analytical and
digital tools [4]. Thresholding is remarkable and more
effective part in image segmentation of both the global or
single objective and local or multi-objective segmentation
[5].
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Otsu et al. proposed an optimal threshold value selection by
the maximization of inter-class variance or the minimization
of intra class variance between the two objects. Sahoo et al.
suggested the alternative solution for finding the cost
effective threshold value using the maximization of entropy of
an image. In the reason behind the complications of effective
threshold value selection, researchers introduced some
naturally inspired optimization algorithms for improving the
accuracy and efficiency to pick the optimal value. According
to the Darwinian law, framed the Genetic Algorithm (GA) to
improve the efficiency of a normal thresholding based
segmentation. In the same way, some traditional algorithms
such as PSO and ABC inspired their functions likewise. In the
evolution of swarm based optimization approaches are getting
further enormous modifications towards the best value
chosen. In which, it is used to produce the finest solution for
the complicated problems. The foraging behaviour of the ants
was inspiring for the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). From
the matting behaviour of honey bees was the inspiration for
Honey Bee Matting Optimization (HBMO) approaches. SSA
is newly established standard optimization algorithm. WOA
Optimization algorithm is used to produce a high efficient
solutions for more complicated problems. Analysis is given in
section 3, a comparative analysis of WOA based CME-CV
with PSO based CME-CV and ABC based CME-CV. In these
comparisons are evaluated by the following parameters such
porosity and Void ratio of the simulated soil CT samples. This
evaluation elucidate their accuracy using such segmentation
parameters relative soil porosity and misclassification errors.
The efficacy of the author offered WOA based CME-CV
approach is detailed in the forthcoming sections.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

In CT soil samples having more information of each and every
macro and micro soil pores when compare to the other
modality of digital image samples. In general soil CT samples
specifies all the information of soil macro pores, micro pores
and pebbles spaces. Using truncated multi-fractal analysis, it
simulate a 2-D CT soil sample in various user specified
characterization of macro, micro and pebble spaces. It
categorized into 5 different ranges based on the porosity level
of simulated soil samples and named as range-1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
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Fig 1: 1(a) Simulated input ct soil sample. 1(b) ground truth
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In fig-1.a and Fig-1.b shows the simulated CT soil image under the following specifications of 24-bit grey scale image
with the porosity level of 0-5.0% and its skeleton of simulated with the dimensions of 256x256 pixels.
soil CT samples. It generated simulated soil CT samples are
Table-1: Mean And Standard Deviation Of The Simulated Soil Samples
Pore limit

No.of
samples

Simulated

Mean
porosity
simulated samples
(%)

Limit-1 (0-5%)

10

3.31

0.96

Limit-2 (5-10%)

10

7.72

1.6

Limit-3(10-15%)

10

13.16

1.15

Limit-4(15-20%)

10

17.72

1.49

Limit-5(20-25%)

10

22.76

1.53

A. Simulated soil sample selection
Generation procedure for simulated soil sample
From the vast survey, using Truncated Multi-fractal
method is to simulate soil CT image with the characterization
of data samples used in. It is full of business on grayscale
simulated images with the following characteristics.
 It needs to have clear bound of histogram values.
 It reflect the pores and solid pixels with the individual
properties.
 Clearly designed and differentiate the pebble and pore
space.
 It must be show its reliability of soil sample image.
B. Procedure for simulated CT soil image structural
design
1. Using Siperenski Multi-fractal method is to allaocte the
various sapces present in the soil sample.
2. User specified a certain histogram level for the particular
contents in simulated soil samples. Average pore space=0.
It results to generate ground truth of simulated soil
samples.
3. To improve reliability of an image, we added Gaussian
white noise. It will reduce the high resolution.
4. To reduce the high contrast image sample by using low
pass filter.
C. Thresholding
Thresholding is a type of raw separation of foreground and
background objects in digital image samples. It simply
converts the grey scale samples into desired binary samples
with rich useful information. It categorizes based on the
number of objects present as Bi-model and Multi-model
thresholding. Here, the most trusted and traditional
Combination of both Maximum Entropy and Class Variance
thresholding is elucidated in the following sessions [3].
D. Combined Maximum Entropy and Class Variance
thresholding
Otsu [1], [10] introduces a most reliable optimal thresholding
to separates image samples into foreground and background
information. It clarifies and bounds object information either
maximizes inter-class variance or intra-class variance
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of

Standard deviation
simulated samples
(%)

of

between neighbouring pixels. Kapur [2] introduces another
mode of raw separation of foreground and background pixels.
Entropy is a quantity of image information in various pixel
intensity level. The optimal threshold value of image is
evaluated from either maximizes or minimizes of entropy
function. Using the above thresholding methodologies are
provides the minimum segmentation efficacy either
neighbouring spaces or edges. To overcome the above
mentioned problem in traditional methodologies,
arunpandian et al. [13] have used combines both the
maximum entropy and also maximizes the interclass variance,
which offers better segmentation efficacy in neighbouring and
also edge pixels. In equation (10), it provides the unique
optimal pixel, which maximizes both the entropy and
interclass variance. Successfully, CME-CV approach is given
effective evaluation of pore space and void ratio of simulated
soil samples [13].
Optimal threshold value

(1)
From equation (1), F represents the unique optimal
threshold value and
, and
are the entropy of two
different grey levels values of dissimilar objects respectively.
and
are the class variances between two different
classes. Further consideration of efficiency and accuracy of
outcomes, the author have intended with some metaheuristic
optimization and decision making techniques. Bio-inspired
optimization approach (metaheuristic optimization) is a very
close learning of social behaviour and emergence of the
particular organisms that otherwise known as biologically
inspired optimization. It have numerous categories based on
the any behaviour of particular animal or bird or any
organisms. Here, this analysis reveals that the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm delivers better outcomes when
compared with some metaheuristic optimization algorithms
such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Artificial Bee
Colony Optimization (ABC) and Whale Optimization
Algorithm (WOA). The author have propounded the Whale
Optimization Algorithm that the objective function supplies
high convergence and coverage
area.
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E. Whale optimization Algorithm
Miraliji et al., Suggested a novel metaheuristic optimization
technique, which is inspired by the foraging behavior of
humpback whales. It hunts the group of small fishes in the two
different ways such as encircling prey and spiral bubble net
attacking methods. Initially, it encircles the prey to hunt using
the following equations,
(2)
(3)
where t indicates the current iteration, X ∗ represents the best
solution obtained so far, X is the position vector, | | is the
absolute value, and · is an element-by-element multiplication.
In addition, A and C are coefficient vectors that are calculated
as in Equations (4) and (5), respectively:
(4)
(5)
Where a decreases linearly from 2 to 0 over the course of
iterations (in both exploration and exploitation phases) and r
is a random vector generated with uniform distribution in the
interval of [0, 1]. According to Eq. (3) the search agents
(whales) update their positions according to the position of
the best known solution (prey). The adjustment of the values

of A and C vectors control the areas where a whale can be
located in the neighborhood of the prey.
Algorithm of WOA based CME-CV
Step-1: Feed input sample to the system
Step-2: Calculate the fitness value of each solution.
Step-3: Assign the Maximum number of Iterations
Step-4: update the values of a, A, l and C.
Step-5: Randomly search the agents
Step-6: Update the new position using equation (4).
Step-7: Repeat step-3 to Step-6 until meet your requirements.
I. Results and Discussion:
In this section, experimental results are analyzed from table
2-3. In table-1 denotes the various optimal threshold value for
the four different kinds such as CME-CV, PSO based
CME-CV, ABC based CME-CV and WOA based CME-CV.
Four different approaches give four different values of
optimal threshold and porosity and provides void ratio with
respect to the optimal threshold value. All the four approaches
of porosity of simulated soil sample are compared with their
ground truth, where it is simulated using truncated fractal
analysis.

Fig 4: Simulated soil ct input samples. (1). Simulated soil CT samples. (2). Ground-truth of soil CT images. (3).
CME-CV threshold based outputs. (4) pso based CME-CV outputs (5). Abc based cme-cv outputs. (6) WOA based
CME-CV outputs.
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Table-3: Comparison of porosity and void ratio of simulated soil samples
POROSITY (%)
INPUT

SIMULATED
INPUT-1
SIMULATED
INPUT-2
SIMULATED
INPUT-3
SIMULATED
INPUT-4
SIMULATED
INPUT-5

GT-POROSITY
(%)

VOID RATIO (%)

CME-CV

PSO
based
CME-CV

ABC based
CME-CV

WOA
based
CME-CV

CME-C
V

PSO
based
CME-CV

ABC
based
CME-C
V

WOA
based
CME-C
V

3.35

3.70

3.45

3.52

3.55

3.84

3.57

3.64

3.67

7.32

7.60

7.55

7.57

7.54

8.22

8.16

8.19

8.24

13.37

13.67

13.42

13.52

13.45

15.83

15.50

15.63

15.37

17.7

18.00

17.87

17.92

17.86

21.95

21.75

21.83

21.77

23.38

23.90

23.86

23.95

23.48

31.40

31.33

31.49

30.89

It also investigate with the help of other efficient
segmentation parameters. To improve the efficiency of the
methodology will try with assured bio inspired optimization
approaches.

Table-2: Comparison of optimal thresholding value
CME-CV
INPUT
SIMULATED
INPUT-1
SIMULATED
INPUT-2

90

ABC
based
CME-CV
84

WOA
based
CME-CV
89

80

87

85

75

76

79

71

74

79

78

78

80
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83

SIMULATED
INPUT-3

77

SIMULATED
INPUT-4

77

SIMULATED
INPUT-5

PSO
based
CME-CV
82

76

From the figure-4, delivers all the segmented output
soil samples of PSO, ABC and SSA based CME-CV
thresholding. It concise all the approaches to show the
segmented in both the macropore and micropore. In table-3
visibly illuminates how the proposed methodology porosity
value is closer to the ground truth porosity value compare than
other approaches of with and with optimization techniques.
WOA based CME-CV is shown its efficacy level of all the
ranges of porous level. In fig 5 and 6, is a comparison chart of
relative porosity and misclassification error between the
approaches such as CME-CV, PSO based CME-CV, ABC
based CME-CV and WOA based CME-CV.
II. CONCLUSION
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